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1 Product Overview

1.1 Comparison

Some NVR shared similar specifications.

1.1.1 Normal Range
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1.1.2 Plug & Play Range
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2 Getting Started

2.1 Making a physical connection

2.1.1 Normal Mode

In normal mode application, you can combine the use of both Network 1 and Network 2 for your cameras
or you can choose to use Network 1 for cameras and use Network 2 for your Internet Connection.
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2.1.2 Plug & Play Mode

In Plug and Play mode. The Switch port is disabled, because the in built switch is overtaking its
functionality, and the IP address cannot be changed, so that leaves the Viewer port by itself for the
Internet Connection.
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2.1.3 Plug & Play NVR in Manual Mode

For a Plug and Play unit, you can turn off PnP mode and make the NVR run using standard mode if you
want more control over how you want your network to be.

In Manual Mode, you can use either the ports on in built switch, connect a switch to one of the port on
the in built switch or use the dedicated Switch port for your switch. They will all share and function within
the allowed bandwidth from the Samsung NVR.
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2.2 Samsung Tools

IP Installer vs IPOLiS Device Manager

IP Installer is an simple little application, that helps the user to IP addressing the cameras.
IPOLiS Device Manager is a program that helps the user to configure, manage and diagnose multiple
network devices.

You can obtain both application from www.samsungsecurity.com

2.2.1 IP Installer

IP Installer requires no installation. Simply double click the IP Installer icon to start the program

Click [Search]. 
IP Installer should pickup all the Samsung IP device that are connected on the same network
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Choose a device and click [Manual Set]

Choose [Static] and put the IP address you wish to use
Input the password of the camera and then click [OK] to confirm the change
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2.2.2 IPOLIS Device Manager

IPOLiS Device Manager requires installation before use. Double click the IPOLiS Device Manager icon
after installation

Click the [Search] button. Give 30 seconds for the search to complete
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Assign IP Address

1. Click [IP Assign] button after selecting 1 or more cameras from the list
2. Put the IP address you want to assign to the camera
3. Click [Simulate] to assign the IP
4. Click [Apply] to confirm the change. Now you should be able to see OK in the result section
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Create or Edit Camera Profiles

1. Click [Video Setup]
2. Choose the camera model (You will be able to configure multiple camera at ones as long as
the model is the same)
3. You can edit or create profile in the camera
4. Set resolution, framerate or birate etc, for the profile selected in step 3
5. Hit [Apply] to save and wait until you see success for each camera
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Camera Quick Functions

1. Click [Device Setup]
2. Choose the camera model (You will be able to configure multiple camera at ones as long as
the model is the same)
3. You can factory default, flip/flop camera image and simple focus from this page
4. You should see success in result section if done correctly
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Enable Motion Detection

1. Click [ETC] and choose [Motion Detection]
2. Click [Enable] and you should see success if camera you are using support this function
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Camera Setup

1. Click [ETC] and choose [Camera Setup]
2. Choose the camera model you want to configure
3. Choose what you like to configure
4. Hit [Apply Selected Devices] and you should see success once completed
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3 Configuring Samsung NVR

3.1 Initial Bootup

When you boot up the NVR for the first time the unit will go through Install Wizard (This is the only time
you can ever do it, unless factory defaulting the unit).
You can cancel this whole process and configure each individual setting via the main menu.

3.1.1 Install Wizard
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1. In the [Language] tab, select the language and press [Next] button
2. In the [IP/PW] tab, set the password you want to use and press [Next]
3. In the [Network] tab, setup the network range you want to use for the camera and the Internet

NOTE: Depends on the model of the unit, you may have 2 or more networks available in the NVR
Always dedicate Network 1 (Camera) for cameras and Network 2 (Viewer) for the Internet connection
If you have a Plug & Play unit, then Network 1 will be automatically assign to 192.168.231.100
If its an SRN-4000, then you can use Network 1 (Camera) and Network 2 (Camera) for the cameras, and
use Network 3 (Viewer) for the Internet Connection

4. Setup up [Date/Time] and click next to proceed
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If there are 16 or less cameras searched, it will attempt to automatically register the device
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But if there are more 16 cameras searched, then you have to first choose which camera to connect
before proceeding to the next stage
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3.2 Network Setup

From main menu select [Network] and click [Interface]
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3.2.1 Interface Setup

1. Click [Setup] to change the IP address for Network 1 or Network 2
2. Change the [Transfer Bandwidth] for your [Default Gateway] which controls how much upload is
allowed for remote viewing
3. Pick which network you want to use for Internet connection

NOTE: If this is PnP unit then Network 1 will always be in the 192.168.231.0 range and cannot be
changed. For SRN-4000 you will have 4 separate networks instead of 2
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1. Scroll over to the [Port] section
2. You can change the port number to whichever range you wish
3. Same to TCP ports you can change HTTP port to any number

NOTE: If you want to establish remote connection from anywhere in the world, then you must port
forward these ports in your router.
Visit www.portforward.com for more information

http://www.portforward.com
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3.3 Camera Setup

Right click on the mouse button and go to [Menu]
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Go to [Device] and click [Camera]
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3.3.1 Registering Camera

If the NVR is Plug & Play then it should automatically registered the cameras, otherwise hit [Auto] to
start searching for the cameras
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1. Select the cameras you want to register to the NVR
2. You can assign IP address to all selected cameras by click the [Assign IP] button, change the login
password of the cameras if they aren't using default login, from [ID/PW] or skip all these process and
click [Connection Test] to check make sure the cameras are connected correctly

NOTE: NVR sometime will detect the same cameras with same IP address, this is due to the NVR
picking up Samsung protocol as well as ONVIF protocol.
Do not tick the ONVIF box unless it isn't a Samsung camera

3.3.2 Adjusting a Camera

From the main camera setting page go to [Camera Setup] tab

1. You can add, delete and modify the configuration for each camera's profile to fine tune the resolution,
frame rate and bitrate to suit the environment.
It is recommended to always create an additional profile for each individual camera at a lower resolution
then normal, so it can stream live video more efficient
2. You can also click [Setup] to enter the camera's main menu to adjust some basic settings
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Next click [Live Setup] from the tab

This section is where you have to choose a profile to send it to the main monitor. Usually it is
recommended to leave on [Auto] so the NVR can adjust resolution accordingly on the live viewing, but in
some case you can change it so it uses a specific profile for live viewing on the monitor, but please be
mindful it will sometime cause extreme latency if the resolution chose for the profile is too high in
resolution.
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Lastly Channel Setup allow you to enable, disable Video and Audio as well as renaming each individual
channel.
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4 Record Setup

First go to [Record] from main menu then choose [Recording Schedule]
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4.1 Configuring Recording

1. Choose a type of recording you want the NVR to perform
2. Drag grid in the table to change the recording mode
3. Click [Apply to CH] to apply the same setting to all cameras
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Go to back to the [Record] menu and select [Record Setup]
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1. [Standard] is the setting for continuous recording mode and [Event] is for motion recording and
recording based on basic analytic from the camera
FULL records all frame streamed from the camera
KEY limits the recording to i-frames only and will record at 1 - 2 fps at all times
OFF simply turn off the recording all together
2. [Limit] is bandwidth setting which set the amount of data allowed for each camera. If the camera
bandwidth exceeds [Limit] of the NVR, then it will forced the camera to record at KEY regardless of the
camera setting
3. Event basically set the [Pre] and [Post] recording timer for [Event] recording
4. Enable [Audio] to record live audio is a microphone is setup

If you scroll over to the [Camera] tab, it will allow you to configure the profile you want the NVR to record
at
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Return to the main menu and go to [Event] and click [Camera Event]
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1. [Camera Event] choose whether or not to use a camera event
2. [MD] choose whether or not to use motion detection

[Camera Event] or [MD] is represented by on the bottom left corner of each camera when motion
or event is detected

3. If [MD] is turned on but you don't see on each camera then you must go manually setup the
motion by click the [Camera MD] button

Make sure [Motion Detection] is enabled and the [Detection Area] is setup
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5 Playbacks

5.1 Search
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From the main screen right click on the mouse and go to [Search] and select [Time Search] or [Event
Search]
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5.1.1 Time Search

1. Choose a date from the calendar
2. Select the time
3. Pick the camera you want to look at
4. If there are footage present, you will see a colored bar as indicator. Depends on the type of record the
color may varied
5. Click [Play] when ready
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5.1.2 Event Search

1. Select the channel you want to look at
2. Select the date from the calendar
3. Choose a event type you want to search from the list
4. The table will automatically update itself depends on the event type, choose a particular event you
want to see
5. Click [Play] when ready
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5.2 Backup

From the main screen right click on the mouse and go to [Backup]

1. Select the start and end time
2. Make sure the NVR pickup the USB that was inserted into the USB port
3. Choose the backup file type that you want to save as

NVR Can only be played back using the NVR itself
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AVI Standard video format, can be played on almost any computer as long as the codec is installed (Not
all model supports AVI)
SEC Samsung propitiatory format, can only be played on Windows OS, it comes with its own player,
with full speed control, multiple camera playback, snapshot as well as printing and watermarks
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5.2.1 Backup Viewing

Simply click the [Play] icon to start playing the footage
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